
IOT Special lenses have been designed for 

particular uses. There are moments in our lives 

that require a unique optic solution, moments 

such as driving, playing golf or working with a 

computer. During these tasks we focus attention 

on a fixed distance and things around it become 

less important. Working with computers involves 

good vision from 40 to 80 cm, driving involves 

good vision of the road and mirrors, and 

playing a sport good dynamic vision. 

Special designs provide wearer with appropriate 

solutions for those special situations, improving 

the visual comfort and quality of vision. With 

special designs all needs are covered by a 

flexible and adapted product portfolio. 

WRAP-AROUND FRAME COMPENSATION

Special lenses produced with Digital Ray-Path® can be 
produced for a wrap-around frame. When using Digital 
Ray-Path® technology, the optician can measure the 
wrap angle of the frame and include this inform ation 
when ordering the personalized progressive lens. 

Digital Ray-Path® compensates for high rotation and 
lens tilt. This advanced technology generates progres-
sive lenses that take into account a high wrap angle 
and provide the wearer with a high definition field of 
vision. No matter the gaze direction or curvature of the 
frame, the final quality of vision is always optimized to 
offer the highest optical performance.

Available for: Acomoda, Sport Progressive, Driving 
Progressive, Bifocal & Single Vision

LENTICULAR

High prescriptions or lenses for sport frames have an 
important disadvantage: both are usually too thick. A 
Special lenticular lens eliminates this problem for both 
negative and positive lenses. This process generates 
thinner lenses, offering the chance of making lenses 
that were impossible before due to their thickness. This 
notably improves the edge thickness for a negative lens 
and the central thickness for positive one. 

If thickness becomes a problem with a particular lens, 
order it with lenticular. Now there is an alternative, even 
for thick lenses.

Available for all Special Progressive Design Series

Lenticular Lens Standard Lens

AVAILABLE OPTIONS SPECIAL DESIGNS

Uncompensated After DigitalRay-Path®

HD Field of Vision HD Field of Vision

0.1D 0.2D 0.3D
0.4D

0.5D

Progressive Design Series 
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INDOOR OUTDOOR  BIFOCAL
SINGLE
VISION

Type
Office 

Reader
Pure 

Office ii
Acomoda

Sport 
Progressive

Driving 
Progressive

Digital 
Round-Seg

Descrip-
tion

Indoor  
use exclusive

Indoor  
use exclusive

Anti-fatigue 
for pre- 

-presbyopes

Outdoor 
or sports  
exclusive 

Driving  
use exclusive

Digital Bifocal 
Lens

Any type of 
Single Vision 
lens, high pre-

scriptions, wrap-
around frames, 

etc

Strengths
Near and  

Intermediate
Near and 

intermediate
Help  

for reading
Dynamic Far Dynamic Far 

Distance and 
Near

Flexible tool for 
Single Vision 

lenses

Type of 
lens

Standard or 
Personalized

Standard or 
Personalized

Personalized Personalized Personalized Personalized Personalized

Far  -   - -

Near   -   - -

Comfort   -   - -

Technol-
ogy

Digital Ray-Path®  

or Surface Power®

Digital Ray-Path® 

or Surface Power®

Digital Ray-Path® Digital Ray-Path® Digital Ray-Path® Digital Ray-Path® Digital Ray-Path®

MFH’s  
available 14 & 18 mm 14 & 18 mm 14 mm 16 & 18 mm 18 mm 14 mm N / A

Short  
Version NO NO - NO NO - -

Target 
(user)

Working with 
computers

Working with 
computers 

and attending 
conferences

Help for pre-
presbiopes 
with extraor-
dinary use of 
near vision 
(book read-

ers, etc)

Sports,  
outdoor 

activities…
Drivers

Presbiopes 
with 

preference 
for bifocal 

instaed 
progressive 

lenses

Ideal for everyone 

who need single 

vision correction. 

Specially for high 

minus and plus 

prescriptions or 

large astigmatic 

correction.

OVERVIEW SPECIAL DESIGNS DEMONSTRATION  SPECIAL DESIGNS
Office Reader Pure Office

Special design created to provide with comfortable vision at 
near and intermediate. Its special configuration also offers a 
small area for far vision to be eventually used, for example, 
at conferences.

The ideal lens for office and computer work. It offers an 
extremelynwide intermediate and near visual field and very 
easy adaptation.Ideal for mid-age professionals who spend 
a lot of time working at near-intermediate distance (office 
workers, chef, musicians, etc.).but it is not usable for far vision 
tasks as driving.

Sport Progressive Driving Progressive

Special personalized progressive lens that offers perfect far 
vision combined with a generous intermediate vision. This lens 
has been created to improve dynamic vision, what is specially 
required when doing sports. Swim effect is almost invisible due 
to a soft configuration.

Personalized progressive addition lens engineered for driving. 
Visual experience when driving is improved due to a great 
far vision configured taking into account the special needs 
of driving. View of mirrors and road has been optimized to 
guaranty the best optical solution on the road.

Digital Round-Seg

Full Back side free-form round-seg bifocal that offers wide 
fields of clear vision for reading and distance vision. Because 
there is no power progression a suden ‘jump’ betwen the 
two optical zones will be noticed. The diameter of the add 
segment is 28 mm with a transition area of 2.5mm. The 
distance between the pupil and the segment is 3mm.

Reader 1.3 m
Reader 2 m
Reader 4 m

DESIGNSKILLS


